EXTERIOR DOORS

As the first and last impression, your door stands for your creativity and style. Welcome beauty and quality to your home with Simpson’s comprehensive collection of exterior doors.
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DOORS IN THIS SECTION ARE SHOWN IN DOUGLAS FIR WITH TEAK STAIN UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
DOORS IN THIS SECTION ARE SHOWN IN DOUGLAS FIR WITH TEAK STAIN UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

© Davis Photography
Nantucket Island is a place of great beauty that withstands the harsh coastal weather of the North Atlantic. That same resilient charm is expressed in the Nantucket Collection™ by Simpson. Featuring a 10-year warranty, these doors combine weather-resistant wood species with a modified mortise-and-tenon construction technique. The result is a door that will retain its rugged beauty, regardless of what nature sends its way.

VIEW ENTIRE NANTUCKET COLLECTION
simpsondoor.com/nantucket

77860
Shown in Douglas fir with 77260 sidelights with flat panels and optional shaker sticking
Nicknamed “The Gray Lady” due to its regular foggy conditions, Nantucket is known for being historic, hardy and starkly beautiful. Windblown beaches and weather-beaten shingles are a way of life on this blustery island. This same spirit is reflected in our Nantucket Collection™...doors built to stand up to the elements while standing out, thanks to their classic design and unsurpassed craftsmanship.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
• 10-year warranty on doors made from Douglas Fir, Sapele Mahogany and Nootka Cypress
• No building overhang required

UNBEATABLE CONSTRUCTION
• Mortise-and-tenon joinery with face-driven pins
• Two-piece laminated stile-and-rail construction
• Divided lite doors made with SDL construction
• Design pressure ratings of DP50

77860 FP
Shown in Douglas fir with 77260 sidelight with flat panels, optional shaker sticking and sea spray glass. Privacy Rating 5.
WOOD SPECIES
You can choose from three wood species options. Because the grain patterns and color of natural wood will vary, your door will have a one-of-a-kind texture, warmth and personality.
- Available in Douglas Fir, Sapele Mahogany and Nootka Cypress

DOUGLAS FIR
10-year warranty

SAPELE MAHOGANY
10-year warranty

NOOTKA CYPRESS
10-year warranty

77130 RP
Shown in Douglas fir

77144 RP
Shown in nootka cypress

77132 FP
Shown in sapele mahogany with optional shaker sticking

77684 RP
Shown in nootka cypress with 77663 sidelight

77944 FP
Shown in nootka cypress with 77703 sidelight and optional P-516 glass. Privacy Rating 5.

77660 FP
Shown in sapele mahogany with optional shaker sticking

77664 FP
Shown in Douglas fir with optional shaker sticking

RP 1-7/16" INNERBOND® DOUBLE HIP-RAISED PANEL
FP 3/4" FLAT PANEL
DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

ANY SIZE
ANY GLASS
PRIVACY RATING
FP FLAT PANEL
RP RAISED PANEL

77943 FP
Shown in sapele mahogany with 77843 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

77501 RP
Shown in sapele mahogany with 77801 sidelight

77504 FP
Shown in Douglas fir with 77802 sidelight

77598 FP
Shown in Douglas fir with 77599 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

77512
Shown in nootka cypress with raised panel
77508  FP  Shown in nootka cypress

77512  FP  Shown in sapele mahogany with 77804 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

77082  Shown in Douglas fir with 77701 sidelight

77002  Shown in sapele mahogany

77103  Shown in Douglas fir with optional shaker sticking

77105  Shown in nootka cypress with optional shaker sticking

77122  Shown in sapele mahogany with 77701 sidelight

77010
Shown in Douglas fir

77944
Shown in sapele mahogany with raised panels.
Life is filled with amazing experiences that leave a lasting mark. And, there are certain decisions you can make for your home that will turn it into a one-of-a-kind living space. Choosing a door from our signature Mastermark® Collection will do just that. These masterful, quality doors will distinctly elevate your home. All Mastermark doors come with UltraBlock® Technology, which means a 5-year warranty and assures that your door makes a statement for years to come.

**VIEW ENTIRE MASTERMARK COLLECTION**
simpsondoor.com/mastermark

**PILLAR POINT®**
6903" door, 6190" (left) and 6191" (right) sidelights shown in maple with black caming and optional shaker sticking. Privacy Rating 7.

**TERRACE RIDGE®**
6422 door, 6423 sidelight with black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

**PAMPLONA®**
6420* door, 6421* sidelight with black caming. Privacy Rating 8.

**COASTAL SURF®**
6901* (left), 6902* (right) door with black caming. Privacy Rating 9.

**DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE**
(SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- ANY WOOD
- ANY SIZE
- CAMING CHOICES
- PRIVACY RATING
- WATER BARRIER®

*As viewed from exterior of home.*
LOMBARD®
4914 door (left), 4915 door (right)

LOMBARD®
4914 door (left), 4915 door (right), shown in cherry with optional rooftop glass
EMPRESS® ALEXANDRA
4302 door, 4322 sidelights with black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

QUEEN ANNE®
4608 door, 4609 sidelights shown in cherry with black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

LAREDO I
6494 door, 6497 sidelight. Privacy Rating 3.

SANTA FE
6470 door, 6471 sidelight shown in knotty alder. Privacy Rating 3.

FULL BLOOM®
4612” door, 4613” (left) and 4614” (right) sidelights, 4778” transom with black caming. Privacy Rating 6.

CHATEAU MICHELLE™
4583 door, 4586 sidelights with black caming. Privacy Rating 4.

STRATFORD® ABBEY™
4073 door shown in sapele mahogany

STRATFORD®
4570 door, 4575 sidelights, 4775 transom with black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

*As viewed from exterior of home.
BELLAIRE®
7598 door, 7598 sidelights with beveled glass

CATALINA I
7592 door, 7593 sidelights with beveled glass

COLONIAL VIII
3010 door

DESIGNER 9 DRESDEN
4155 door, 4052 sidelight with black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

TUDOR II
4041 door with operable speaking port

VENETIA®
6424 door, 6425 sidelights (8’0”), 4733 transom, shown in Douglas fir.
Art is the concrete representation of our imagination. It’s about bringing dreams to life. This is the inspiration behind our one-of-a-kind doors. The Simpson Artist Collection® is an anthology of unique, limited edition door designs by select artists. Simpson partners with the artist to bring “commissioned art to the masses.” Our Artist Collection doors are for America’s most discriminating homeowners.

VIEW ENTIRE ARTIST COLLECTION
simpsondoor.com/artist

4974 (LEFT), 4977 (RIGHT)
Shown in Douglas fir
James Cutler, founding partner of Cutler Anderson Architects (1977 to present) has been known for his environmental and emotional sensitivity to place, institution, program, climate and cultural circumstance. This expertise lead him to design this exquisite collection of doors for Simpson.

For more information about Mr. Cutler, please visit cutler-anderson.com
Fine craftsmanship has been a cornerstone of American architecture for generations. This foundation of quality and attention to detail made this country great. Simpson’s commitment to building the best doors is as strong today as it was when we began over 100 years ago. Our Craftsman Collection allows you to capture the essence of this fine tradition, while making a statement that distinctly reflects your lifestyle. The difference is in the details. All Craftsman doors come standard with UltraBlock® Technology and a 5-year warranty.

VIEW ENTIRE CRAFTSMAN COLLECTION simpsondoor.com/craftsman
HOLBROOK® II
6821 door, 6784 transom, shown in sapele mahogany with silver caming. Privacy Rating 5.

CORTÉZ™ III
36872 door with 6172 sidelights and 6784 transom with silver caming. Privacy Rating 5.

VALENCIA™ II
36843 door with optional angled mutt, 6171 sidelights, 6787 transom, and 9541 dentil shelf with black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

TORRANCE® I
36833 door, 6173 sidelight, 9541 and 9510 dentil shelves with silver caming. Privacy Rating 5.

AVONDALE® I
36852 door, 6174 sidelights, 9540 dentil shelf with black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

TALCOTT™ III
36942 door, 6177 sidelight with black caming. Privacy Rating 6.
RAVENNA® I
6921 door with optional arched rail, 6177 sidelight, 6783 transom with black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

PALOMAR™ II
36933 door, 6178 sidelight, 9541 and 9540 dentil shelves with black caming and optional shaker sticking. Privacy Rating 6.

CALIFORNIA POPPY® II
6962 door with optional angled mutt, 6181 (left) and 6184 (right) sidelights, 6781 transom with black caming. Privacy Rating 8.

SCOTTSDALE CACTUS™ III
6982 door, 6182 (left) and 6185 (right) sidelights, 6782 transom with black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

NORTHWEST GARDEN® II
6992 door with optional arched rail, 6187 (left) and 6186 (right) sidelights, 6785 transom with black caming. Privacy Rating 9.

FOUR SQUARE™ II
6961* door, 6179* (left) and 6176* (right) sidelights, 6786* transom with black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

6801
With optional angled mutt, 6170 sidelight with clear insulated glazing.

36802
Shown in hickory with clear insulated glazing.

36863
6175 sidelights, 7751 transom with clear insulated glazing.

DENTIL SHELF OPTIONS
- Large tooth | 9541 dentil
- Large tooth | 9510 sidelight dentil
- Small tooth | 9540 dentil

*As viewed from exterior of home.
CALIFORNIA POPPY® II
6962 door, 6181 sidelights shown in knotty alder with optional angled munt and custom transom.
If you are looking to add charm and character to your home, choose the classic look of this collection. A fine, handcrafted product never goes out of style. And it almost always retains its value. This certainly holds true for our collection of Bungalow Series® doors. Offered with traditional beaded v-groove panels and divided lite construction, these doors are perfect for establishing that feeling of traditional comfort. All Bungalow Series doors come standard with UltraBlock® Technology and a 5-year warranty.

VIEW ENTIRE BUNGALOW SERIES
simpsondoor.com/bungalow
37218 SDL
7218 TDL
Shown in knotty alder with 37219 SDL/7219 TDL sidelight, 9541 and 9510 dentil shelves

37222 SDL
7222 TDL
37213 SDL/7213 TDL sidelight

37214 SDL
7214 TDL
37215 SDL/7215 TDL sidelight

37244 SDL
7244 TDL

37222 SDL
7222 TDL

37228 SDL
7228 TDL
Shown in sapele mahogany

7324

7306
Shown in quarter sawn red oak

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

ANY WOOD
ANY SIZE
ANY GLASS
PRIVACY RATING
WATER BARRIER®
ULTRA BLOCK®

UltraBlock® included.

TEST DRIVE YOUR DOOR
simpsondoor.com/testdrive

TDL TRUE DIVIDED LITE CONSTRUCTION
SDL SIMULATED DIVIDED LITE CONSTRUCTION
A leaded glass door from our Builder’s Advantage Series® makes a statement. The decorative glass and natural characteristics of wood provide a wealth of charm at an affordable price. This series delivers the distinct advantage of never having to compromise style to stay on budget. As with all Simpson doors, you can personalize the door by choosing from any wood species, as well as a wide selection of intricate glass panels. All Builder’s Advantage Series doors come standard with UltraBlock® Technology and a 5-year warranty.

VIEW ENTIRE BUILDER’S ADVANTAGE SERIES
simpsondoor.com/buildersadvantage
SCARBOROUGH®
6316 door, 6347 sidelight with black caming and optional shaker sticking. Privacy Rating 7.

PORTSMOUTH™
6366 door, 6347 sidelights, 6746 transom, with black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

SHELBURNE®
6542 door with brass caming. Privacy Rating 6.

PLYMOUTH™
6326 door with black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

GREENWICH™
6356 door with black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

EXETER™

TUSCANY™
6544 door shown in poplar with silver caming. Privacy Rating 6.

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- ANY WOOD
- ANY SIZE
- ANY GLASS
- CAMING CHOICES
- PRIVACY RATING
- WATER BARRIER®
- ULTRA BLOCK®

UltraBlock® included.

Your Door. Your Glass.
simpsondoor.com/tastetest
SELECTS SERIES

When you have discerning taste, you put a lot of thought into the things you select in life. You strive to capture a smart design, as well as make smart decisions. Simpson’s Selects Series is an array of charismatic doors, delivering great value, highlighted by a range of tasteful decorative glass configurations. Create a door that heeds your style, and your sensibility.

Simpson Selects Series doors transform ordinary openings into attention-grabbing entryways. All Selects Series doors come standard with UltraBlock® Technology and a 5-year warranty.

VIEW ENTIRE SELECTS SERIES
simpsondoor.com/selects
EMBARCADERO® II
4272 door with silver caming. Privacy Rating 5.
Like the trees we use in our handcrafted wood products, contemporary design is living, adapting and ever changing. We are proud to offer this collection of Contemporary Doors that draws the best of modern design into the Simpson heritage. Enjoy clean lines, uncluttered looks and distinctive styles, all with the quality and craftsmanship you expect from us. So embrace the bold architectural features of modernism without sacrificing the warmth and durability of wood.

VIEW ALL CONTEMPORARY EXTERIOR DOORS
simpsondoor.com/contemporary
Shown in sapele mahogany

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- ANY WOOD
- ANY SIZE
- ANY GLASS
- PRIVACY RATING
- ULTRA BLOCK®
- WATER BARRIER®
- INSULATED GLAZING

*As viewed from exterior of home.
DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- ANY WOOD
- ANY SIZE
- ANY GLASS
- PRIVACY RATING
- ULTRA BLOCK®
- WATER BARRIER®
- IG INSULATED GLAZING

*As viewed from exterior of home.
49908  Shown in Douglas fir

49900  with optional silver metal inlay

49926  Shown in cherry with optional silver metal inlay

49920  Combines Douglas fir (horizontal grain) and sapele mahogany with optional silver metal inlay

49970  with optional rooftop glass. Privacy Rating 8

49971

49972
DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

49920 Combines Douglas fir (horizontal grain) and sapele mahogany

49922 Combines cherry, walnut and maple

49923 Combines cherry and walnut

49925 Combines Douglas fir and sapele mahogany

49921 Combines maple and walnut

49952 Shown in walnut

49920 Shown in Douglas fir and sapele mahogany with UltraBlock® technology
49950
Top and bottom feature vertical grain and sides feature horizontal grain.

49951
Top and bottom feature horizontal grain and sides feature vertical grain.

49953
Combines maple and walnut.

49954
Combines maple and walnut.

49955
Combines sapele mahogany and Douglas fir.
DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- INSULATED GLAZING
- ANY GLASS
- ANY SIZE
- PRIVACY RATING
- ULTRA BLOCK®
- INSULATED GLAZING

**CLEAR EDGE® TECHNOLOGY**

**DOOR PROFILE**

*As viewed from exterior of home.*
7409
Shown in Douglas fir with optional shaker sticking

4945* IG with optional shaker sticking
4946* IG with optional shaker sticking
4947* IG with optional shaker sticking
4948* IG with optional shaker sticking

*As viewed from exterior of home.
TRADITIONAL EXTERIOR DOORS

There’s a certain comfort in tradition. The passing down of skills and beliefs from generation to generation means you know exactly what to expect. Our traditional doors are made to be part of life’s journey, no matter where it takes you. For over 100 years, Simpson has been engineering wood doors using the latest technologies. It’s what we know. It’s who we are. It’s why you can expect the very best from every Simpson Traditional exterior door.

VIEW ALL TRADITIONAL EXTERIOR DOORS
simpsondoor.com/traditional
BARN DOORS

49841
Shown in cherry

49852
Shown in knotty alder

49865* (LEFT), 49866* (RIGHT),

49858

49842
Shown in oak

RAISED PANEL DOORS

7130

7132 IG

7465
Shown in knotty alder

4962* (LEFT), 4963* (RIGHT),

49858

49842
Shown in sapele mahogany

*As viewed from exterior of home.
FLAT PANEL DOORS

- 7220 Shown in knotty alder
- 7282
- 7230 Shown in maple
- 7284 Shown in maple
- 7255

SHAKER SERIES FLAT PANEL DOORS

- 70720
- 70782
- 70784 Shown in cherry
- 70760 Shown in cherry
- 70762
The right doors can really make the view. French and Sash doors have been favorites of homeowners because they naturally connect living spaces with outdoor settings by allowing light to pass through. Our Exterior French and Sash doors are made with your choice of Simulated Divided Lite (SDL) or True Divided Lite (TDL) construction, and can be specified with WaterBarrier® and UltraBlock® technology upgrades. So you’ll maximize your view of the outdoors, while keeping the elements of nature at bay.
WATERBARRIER® TECHNOLOGY

WaterBarrier® technology helps preserve the beauty of your Simpson doors even in tough exposures subject to harsh weather. Available for virtually any Simpson exterior door, this innovation affords you superior water protection.

WaterBarrier combines a medium density overlay (MDO) over the exterior surface of the door with water-resistant glazing beads and bars for an exterior that’s not only resistant to moisture, but provides a beautiful surface for paint. And when combined with any wood species on the inside, you can match your interior woodwork and keep the warmth and natural beauty that wood provides.

ULTRABLOCK® TECHNOLOGY

A long time favorite of Simpson’s most discriminating customers, UltraBlock® technology adds a water-resistant composite block in the bottom of the door stiles, where water infiltration can occur in a tough exposure. Our exclusive Weather Seal™ process provides additional protection against moisture penetrating the bottom rail. It’s our answer to the galoshes you splashed around in as a kid.

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DOORMAGINATION

TEST DRIVE A DOOR  GLASS TASTE TEST  WOOD SELECTOR
7001 IG  
Shown in knotty alder with optional shaker sticking

7002 IG  
Wide layout

7037 IG

37104 SDL, IG  
7104 TDL

37105 SDL, IG  
7105 TDL

37122 SDL, IG  
7122 TDL

37106 SDL, IG  
7106 TDL

37010 SDL, IG  
7109 TDL  
Shown in ponderosa pine

37109 SDL, IG  
7109 TDL  
Shown in walnut

37152 SDL, IG / 7152 TDL  
Shown in hemlock with 37162 SDL/7162 TDL sidelights

37153 SDL, IG  
7153 TDL

DOORS INCLUDE THESE OPTIONS (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- ANY WOOD
- ANY SIZE
- ANY GLASS
- PRIVACY RATING
- ULTRA BLOCK®
- WATER BARRIER®
- INSULATED GLAZING
- TRUE DIVIDED LITE
- SIMULATED DIVIDED LITE
VIEW ALL EXTERIOR FRENCH & SASH DOORS
simpsondoor.com/exteriorfrenchandsash

37151 SDL, IG 7151 TDL
37156 SDL, IG 7156 TDL
7051 IG
37056 SDL, IG 7056 TDL
37050 SDL, IG 7050 TDL

37153 with WaterBarrier® and UltraBlock® technologies
simpsondoor.com/waterbarrier

© Nat Rea 57
7403 IG with 7813 sidelight

7404 IG Shown in cherry with 7814 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

7405 IG with 7815 sidelight and optional rain glass. Privacy Rating 7.

7406 IG with 7816 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

7407 IG Shown in white birch with 7817 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

7408 IG with 7818 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

7409 IG with 7819 sidelight and optional shaker sticking and P-516 glass. Privacy Rating 9.

7410 IG Shown in walnut with 7810 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

7411 IG with 7811 sidelight

7427 IG with optional heavy water glass. Privacy Rating 4.

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DOORMAGINATION
TEST DRIVE A DOOR  GLASS TASTE TEST  WOOD SELECTOR
Shown in Douglas fir with UltraBlock® technology.
DOORS INCLUDE THESE OPTIONS (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- ANY WOOD
- ANY SIZE
- ANY GLASS
- PRIVACY RATING
- ULTRA BLOCK®
- WATER BARRIER®
- INSULATED GLAZING
- TRUE DIVIDED LITE
- SDL-DIVIDED LITE

*As viewed from exterior of home.
7501 IG
Shown in sapele mahogany with 7801 sidelight

37504 SDL, IG
7504 TDL
37802 SDL/7802 TDL sidelight

37522 SDL, IG
7522 TDL
Shown in knotty alder

37526 SDL, IG
7526 TDL

37528 SDL, IG
7528 TDL
37804 SDL/7804 TDL sidelight

VIEW ALL EXTERIOR FRENCH & SASH DOORS
simpsondoor.com/exteriorfrenchandsash
with UltraBlock® technology
DOORS INCLUDE THESE OPTIONS (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- ANY WOOD
- ANY SIZE
- ANY GLASS
- PRIVACY RATING
- ULTRA BLOCK®
- WATER BARRIER®
- SDL, IG INSULATED GLAZING
- TDL TRUE DIVIDED LITE
- SDL, IG SIMULATED DIVIDED LITE

**7118 IG**
Shown in maple with 7701 sidelight

**37318 SDL, IG**
7318 TDL
7701 sidelight

**37998 SDL, IG**
7998 TDL

**7081 IG**
7702 sidelight

**37382 SDL, IG**
7382 TDL

**37682 SDL, IG**
7682 TDL

**37482 SDL, IG**
7482 TDL

**37570 SDL, IG**
7570 TDL

**7571 IG**
with 7705 SDL/7705 TDL sidelights, 7751 transom

**7008 IG**
Dutch Door, with UltraBlock® technology
7118 IG
Shown in maple
Dutch door

37318 SDL, IG
7318 TDL
Dutch door

37998 SDL, IG
7998 TDL
Dutch door

7081 IG
Dutch door

37682 SDL, IG
7682 TDL
Dutch door

7114 IG
Dutch door

7044 IG
Dutch door

37444 SDL, IG
7444 TDL
Dutch door

37644 SDL, IG
7644 TDL
Dutch door with optional seedy baroque glass.
Privacy rating 3.
Shown in ponderosa pine

WATERBARRIER® TECHNOLOGY
simpsondoor.com/waterbarrier

37506
Shown in Douglas fir with UltraBlock® technology

7044 IG
with 7702 sidelight

37444 SDL, IG
7444 TDL

37644 SDL, IG
7644 TDL

37944 SDL, IG
7944 TDL
Shown in ponderosa pine
37662 SDL, IG 7660 TDL
with 37663 SDL/7663 TDL sidelight

37660 SDL, IG 7660 TDL

37664 SDL, IG 7664 TDL
with 37663 SDL/7663 TDL sidelight

37662 SDL, IG 7662 TDL

7860 TDL, IG with 7260 sidelight

VIEW ALL EXTERIOR FRENCH & SASH DOORS
simpsondoor.com/exteriorfrenchandsash

37662 Shown in Douglas fir with 37663 sidelights and UltraBlock® technology